A Resolution to Support Access Pass Visibility on UAConnect

Whereas, the University of Arkansas is a prestigious and legendary institution that has and continues to create experiences that enrich the lives of its students; and

Whereas, As the flagship institution of the State of Arkansas, the University of Arkansas Athletic Program is a source of great pride for the State of Arkansas and those involved with the program; and

Whereas, Our athletic events are a cornerstone of the student experience here at the University of Arkansas and create some of the more memorable moments for students; and

Whereas, To gain access to both Basketball and Football events, as well as other privileges, students must purchase the “Student Access Pass” for $85 or $100 if they opt for the RF Collegiate Membership that provides more exclusive opportunities; and

Whereas, The Director of Athletic Relations’ budget comes from a portion of the money from access pass sales, and this budget allows them to better serve the students with higher quality programming and policy initiatives

Whereas, Many of the services offered at the University of Arkansas are promoted on the students accounts on UAConnect already; and

Whereas, The University of Arkansas Athletics “Student Access Pass” is currently not represented on UAConnect accounts; and

Be it therefore resolved: The University of Arkansas Associated Student Government Senate supports all efforts to enhance the undergraduate experience –
including expanding access to athletic events; and

Be it further resolved: The University of Arkansas Associated Student Government supports the utilization of UAConnect to further promote Access Pass sales by linking the student ticket website on the student fees page.

Be it finally resolved: In order to further this resolution, the ASG Senate would continue to work with the Director of Athletic Relations, the Treasurer’s Office and the ASG President to see it to fruition.
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